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In opportunistic complex networks, information transmission between nodes is inevitable through broadcast. -e purpose of
broadcasting is to distribute data from source nodes to all nodes in the network. In opportunistic complex networks, it is mainly
used for routing discovery and releasing important notifications. However, when a large number of nodes in the opportunistic
complex networks are transmitting information at the same time, signal interference will inevitably occur.-erefore, we propose a
low-latency broadcast algorithm for opportunistic complex networks based on successive interference cancellation techniques to
improve propagation delay. With this kind of algorithm, when the social network is broadcasting, this algorithm analyzes whether
the conditions for successive interference cancellation are satisfied between the broadcast links on the assigned transmission time
slice. If the conditions are met, they are scheduled at the same time slice, and interference avoidance scheduling is performed when
conditions are not met. -rough comparison experiments with other classic algorithms of opportunistic complex networks, this
method has outstanding performance in reducing energy consumption and improving information transmission efficiency.

1. Introduction

With the development of mobile communications in recent
years, opportunistic complex networks appear in people’s
vision. -e difference between opportunistic complex net-
works and the traditional mesh networkmainly lying in their
nodes deployment is not uniform, the network size and
initial location of the nodes are not set in advance, and there
is no need for a complete path between the source node and
the target node [1–4]. As nodes move, two nodes can enter
the communication range and exchange data [5]. Oppor-
tunistic complex networks can handle problems that are
difficult to solve with existing wireless technology networks,
such as network splits and delays, and can meet the network
communication that requires low-cost and terrible condi-
tions [6, 7]. In fact, part of the concept of opportunistic
complex networks is derived from the early research on
delay tolerant network (DTN) [8]. At present, the main
application fields of opportunistic complex networks include
wildlife tracking, handheld device networking, in-vehicle
network, and remote area network transmission [9, 10].

Nowadays, with the advent of the 5G era, mobile devices
such as smart phones, Bluetooth, and tablet computers have
significantly increased and are widely distributed in various
regions. Because people always move with these mobile
devices, these devices have random mobility [11, 12]. In this
way, they can be regarded as a social node, and the com-
munity can be established through the relationship between
the nodes [13, 14]. However, when data are transmitted from
the source node to other nodes in the network through
broadcast, in many cases, it is desirable that the broadcast
delay can be as low as possible [7]. -erefore, research on a
low-latency broadcast algorithm is of great theoretical sig-
nificance and practical application value for the study of
information transmission in opportunistic complex net-
works [15, 16].

-ere are many nodes in the opportunistic complex
networks. In this way, when large-scale communication
occurs in a social network, many nodes in the network will
simultaneously spread information [17]. So, due to the
broadcast characteristics of wireless signal transmission, the
signal transmission of a node will affect the data acceptance
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of other nodes within its interference range, and signal
interference is an important factor that affects the node
broadcast delay [18]. -e above situation will result in low
transmission rate and high latency for social networks.
However, it has been proved [19] that, due to the influence of
signal interference, the minimum delay broadcasting
problem in wireless sensor networks is NP (nonpolynomial)
difficult problem, so it is difficult to design a polynomial time
optimization algorithm. In order to solve the problem of
low-latency broadcasting in opportunistic complex net-
works, researchers have proposed many approximation al-
gorithms. -e broadcast delay is continuously optimized by
approximating optimization to approximate the performance
of the optimal algorithm [20–22]. -rough these studies, the
approximate ratio is continuously reduced and the perfor-
mance is continuously improved.-e link scheduling strategy
designed under the physical interferencemodel can effectively
improve the actual performance of the broadcast algorithm
[23, 24]. However, it is necessary to consider all data links
transmitting simultaneously, which makes the problem more
complicated and difficult, and the research challenges are
greater [25].

However, the abovementioned research work has
designed the broadcast algorithm through interference
avoidance scheduling technology [26]. -at is, when there is
a signal interference between broadcast links, the trans-
mission of information between these nodes is distributed to
different time slices to avoid mutual interference. Although
the interference avoidance scheduling technology can ef-
fectively reduce the interference between signals, it reduces
the number of broadcast links that can be transmitted
concurrently, which is not conducive to reducing the
broadcast delay. In this paper, a greedy broadcast algorithm
GreedyA (greedy algorithm) is first proposed. -is algo-
rithm mainly uses the breadth first search tree with the
source node as the root node to stratify the nodes in the
social network [27, 28]. -en GreedyA algorithm according
to the rules that the node covering more number of nodes
have prioritize to become the parent node to construct the
broadcast tree. Finally, the broadcast link scheduling is
carried out around the broadcast tree using the idea of layer-
by-layer scheduling and interference avoidance scheduling.
So as to better enhance the transmission performance, this
paper proposes a broadcast algorithm (EDTC) based on the
GreedyA algorithm, which increases the number of
broadcast links that can be transmitted concurrently
through successive interference cancellation techniques
[29–31].

-e main contributions of this research are as follows:

(1) A greedy broadcast algorithm, GreedyA. -is algo-
rithm uses the method of layer-by-layer scheduling
and interference avoidance scheduling to allocate the
transmission time slices of the broadcast link, which
effectively solves the problem of signal interference.
But the number of broadcast links that can be
transmitted concurrently is limited.

(2) Combining with successive interference cancellation
techniques, another low-latency broadcast algorithm

EDTC is proposed. -is algorithm is based on the
greedy broadcast algorithm GreedyA and makes full
use of the benefits of successive interference can-
cellation to perform broadcast link scheduling. -e
EDTC algorithm improves the performance of in-
formation transmission in opportunistic complex
networks by relaxing the link interference limit and
increasing the number of broadcast links that can be
transmitted concurrently.

(3) Experiments show that using the EDTC algorithm
for information transmission in opportunistic
complex networks has excellent performance in
reducing energy consumption and improving data
transmission efficiency.

-is paper is divided into five parts. -e first part in-
troduces our research. In the second part, we briefly
explained the related work. -e third part introduces the
proposed algorithm model. In the fourth part, a simulation
experiment is performed using the proposed algorithm, and
the experimental results are analyzed. Section five sum-
marizes this study.

2. Related Work

Over the years, research on routing algorithms has always
been a hot issue in opportunistic complex networks. So far,
many routing algorithms have been proposed. Among them,
there are many algorithms applied to opportunistic complex
networks. Several routing algorithms are described below.

Vahdat and Becker [32] proposed the epidemic routing
algorithm, whose core idea is using several meeting nodes to
transmit information. Lenando and Alrfaay [33] studied epi-
demic with social features to improve routing performance in
opportunistic social networks. -e core idea of this algorithm is
to utilize the social activities of the nodes. Compared with the
epidemic protocol, it can increase the transmission rate and
reduce the transmission overhead, average delay, and average
hops. Mundur et al. [34] proposed an improvement based on
epidemic routing protocols, and its core idea is to use the in-
formation that the messages have been transmitted in the anti-
interference list to prevent future exchange of these messages.
With this technology, there will be better buffers and network
utilization, which can increase the percentage of messages de-
livered with a lower latency. To enhance the epidemic routing in
delay-tolerant networks from an energy perspective, Rango et al.
[35] proposed a new strategy to dynamically adjust the n-pa-
rameter. -is strategy considers the energy consumption and
node degree of mobile nodes to increase or decrease the amount
of data distributed in the network. With this strategy, when the
remaining energy of the node is low, the scalability of the
popular strategy is greatly improved, and the n-parameter is also
improved. Conversely, when themobile node has a good energy
budget, more transmissions can be allowed and the n-parameter
can be reduced to increase the transmission probability.

Spyropoulos et al. [36] proposed a simple solution called
Spray andWait, which managed to overcome the shortcomings
of epidemic routing and other flooding-based schemes. -e
algorithm can avoid the performance dilemma inherent in
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utility-based schemes. In order to avoid the Spray and Wait
algorithm making random and blind forwarding decisions in
delay tolerant networks, Xue et al. [37] proposed a Spray and
Wait algorithm based on average transfer probability in delay
tolerant networks. -e core idea of the algorithm is using pass
prediction to forward messages. Huang et al. [38] proposed a
Spray and Wait routing based on location prediction in social
networks. -e main idea of the algorithm is that, in the waiting
phase, each relay node uses polynomial interpolation to predict
the future position. A copy of the message can be forwarded to
another relay node closer to the target without waiting for the
target node to be encountered. -is solution makes full use of
mobility information so that messages can be delivered to their
destination faster. Jain et al. [39] proposed enhanced fuzzy logic-
based Spray and Wait routing protocol for delay tolerant
networks. -e core idea of this algorithm is to achieve a high
transfer rate by appropriately aggregating multiple message
parameters. Experiments prove that compared with other Spray
and Wait routing protocol variants, the proposed buffer
management scheme successfully achieves the goal of increasing
the delivery ratio and the overhead ratio.

For flooding routing strategies, multiple copies gener-
ated by the original nodes are used for forwarding. -e
network nodes have large information redundancy and high
dependence on network resources. For the purpose of re-
ducing network resources consumption to a greater extent, a
routing strategy based on prediction is proposed. Dhur-
andher et al. [40] proposed a history-based routing pre-
diction in opportunistic complex networks. -e core idea of
this algorithm is to use movement history to model the
behavior of nodes. Markov predictors were used to make
predictions and choose the best next node. Yu et al. [41]
proposed a probabilistic routing algorithm based on contact
time and message redundancy. -is algorithm estimates the
transit probability of a node based on the history of en-
counter information and contact time. And, by using a
controlled replicating scheme, messages can be transmitted
in parallel on multiple paths.

Based on the context-aware routing strategy, choosing the
best transmission path through context-aware parameters
obtained by intermediate nodes can greatly improve network
performance. Wong [42] proposed the social relation oppor-
tunistic routing (SROR) algorithm. It is mainly based on social
relations, social profiles, and social mobility patterns. -e
optimal relay node for routing data is calculated to maximize
the delivery ratio. And they proved that the proposed algorithm
can achieve the highest data transmission rate with the highest
routing efficiency in the social environment. Xu et al. [43]
proposed an intelligent distributed routing algorithm based on
social similarity.-is algorithm can use the social environment
information in the network to predict the mobile attributes of
network nodes through the BP neural network. -is routing
decision fully considers the time and space attributes of the
mobile node. -rough simulation experiments, in the com-
parison of other existing well-known algorithms, they find that
their algorithm can improve the network’s ability to adapt to
topology changes.

However, in social networks, due to the broadcast
characteristics of wireless signals, there will be interference

between wireless signals, which will make receiving nodes to
not receive the message correctly. -e related research of
low-latency broadcasting algorithms is introduced below
with respect to the physical interference model.

Yu et al. [24] studied the basic communication primitives
in unstructured wireless networks under the physical inter-
ference model and the method for distributing broadcast
messages from multiple nodes to the entire network with
minimum delay. -ey proved that the proposed random
distributed algorithm can be completed in O((D + nb)log n +

log2 n) time slices with a higher probability, where D is the
network diameter, nb is the number of nodes that need to send
broadcast messages, and n is the network scale.

Tian et al. [44] proposed two global broadcast distributed
determination algorithms based on the signal-to-interfer-
ence plus noise ratio model. In these two algorithms, any
node can become the source node, and the remaining nodes
are divided into different layers according to their distance
from the source node. Broadcast messages are transmitted
layer by layer from the source node to all other nodes. For
the first algorithm, by carefully selecting multiple subsets of
the largest independent set of each layer, most concurrent
transmissions can be allowed. Its time complexity is
O(D log n). For the second algorithm, the running time is
improved by reducing the number of repeated broadcast
messages in each layer, that is, eliminating redundant
broadcasts in the same layer. -eoretical analysis shows that
the time complexity of the second algorithm is O(DΔ log n).

However, none of the abovementioned research works
have used successive interference cancellation techniques to
design low-latency broadcasting algorithms. In opportunistic
complex networks, different network nodes have different
signal interferences. How to choose the forwarding nodes
reasonably and increase the number of links that can be
transmitted concurrently is very challenging. Successive in-
terference cancellation technology can effectively decode the
required signals from the disturbing signals. As a result, net-
work performance is improved. However, as far as we know,
there is no research work to apply successive interference
cancellation technology to the broadcast algorithm to reduce
the broadcast delay in social opportunistic complex networks,
so it is necessary to conduct in-depth research.

3. Materials and Methods

3.1. Network Model. -is paper considers an opportunistic
complex network with m nodes. Each sensor node uses a half-
duplex omnidirectional antenna for wireless communication,
and the maximum transmission distance is the same. Based on
the characteristics of node wireless communication, the net-
work is modeled as a unit circle graph G0 � (V0, E0). -e set
V0 contains all nodes in the network, and the setE0 includes all
edges in the network. -ere is an edge between two nodes if
and only if the distance between them is less than or equal to
the maximum transmission distance.

Assuming that the time between the nodes is synchronized,
the scheduling time is divided into several time slices of the
same length. Each node can finish sending or receiving a piece
of data in a time slice. -is paper regards the physical
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interference model as the signal interference model. -at is to
say, when a node’s signal to noise ratio is not lower than a
certain threshold, the node can correctly decode the required
signal.

3.2. Problem Definition. -is paper researches the broad-
casting problem of opportunistic complex networks, among
which the source node needs to transmit its data to all sensor
nodes at time slice 1. When all sensor nodes receive data
from the source node, the broadcast task is completed.
Broadcast scheduling is used to allocate the transmission
time slice of each node.-e goal of this paper is to determine
how to optimize the latency that all nodes receive source
node data and ensure that the scheduled data transmission
signals do not interfere with each other.

Definition 1. BDPIM (Broadcast Delay under Physical In-
terference Model) question. Given the wireless sensor net-
work G0 � (V0, E0) and a source node j, under the physical
interference model, a broadcast algorithm is designed so that
all nodes can receive data from the source node with the
lowest broadcast delay.

Existing work has proved that the BDPIM problem is an
NP-difficult problem [16], so it is impossible to design an
optimization algorithm for polynomial time. In order to
decrease the time complexity of the algorithm and to op-
timize the performance of the algorithm as much as possible,
a low-latency broadcast algorithm with polynomial time
needs to be designed.

In opportunistic complex networks, nodes use the
“storage-carry-forward” routing mode to implement inter-
node communication. When we analyze the nodes in the
opportunistic complex networks, we must first know its
characteristics. -erefore, we point out that all social
complex network nodes meet the following conditions.

We can define that, at time s, the modularity of the
community can be expressed as

U(s) �
me

M
−

l2t
4M2.

(1)

Among them, U is the modularity of the community. M

is the total weight of the edge. me represents the total weight
of edges in community e. lt expresses the total level of node t

in the community.

Condition 1. If the node is in an opportunistic complex
network, then as the weight of edges formed with other
nodes in the network increases, the total edge weight me of
the community will increase. -e above situation will in-
crease the relevance degree of the community in the op-
portunistic complex networks.

Proof. ProofAt time s, the modularity in the community is
U(s), and then, the change in modularity after time s + 1 can
be expressed as

U(s + 1) �
me + Δm
M + Δm

−
lt + 2Δm( 

2

4(M + Δm)2
. (2)

-en,

U(s + 1) − U(s) �
me + Δm
M + Δm

−
lt + 2Δm( 

2

4(M + Δm)2
−

me

M
−

lt
2

4M2 

�
4M3me + 4M2Δmme + 4M3Δm + 4M2Δm2(  − M2l2t + 4M2Δm2 + 4M2ltΔm( 

4M2(M + Δm)2

−
4M3me + 4MΔm2me + 8M2Δmme(  − l2t M2 + l2tΔm2 + 2l2t MΔm( 

4M2(M + Δm)2
 

≥
4M3Δm − 4M2ltΔm − 4M2meΔm + 2M2ltΔm

4M2(M + Δm)2
−
4MltΔm2 − ltΔm( 

2

2M2(M + Δm)2

≥
4M3Δm − 6M2ltΔm + 2M2ltΔm − 2M2ltΔm + ltΔm( 

2

4M2(M + Δm)2

� Δm
4M3Δm − 6M2lt + 2M2lt − 2M2ltΔm + l2tΔm

4M2(M + Δm)2

� Δm
2M2 − 2Mlt − ltΔm(  × 2M − lt( 

4M2(M + Δm)2
.

(3)

We can get Δm> 0. So we just need to prove
(2M2 − 2Mlt − ltΔm) × (2M − lt)> 0; then, we can get
U(s + 1) − U(s)> 0.

In other words,
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2M2 − 2Mlt − ltΔm> 0,

2M − lt > 0,

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

2M2 − 2Mlt − ltΔm> 0

2M − lt > 0

Δm> 0

⟹

0<Δm< 2M
M

lt
− 1 

lt < 2M

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

⟹

0<Δm< 2M
M

lt
− 1 

2M
M

lt
− 1 > 0

lt < 2M

⟹

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

0<Δm< 2M
M

lt
− 1 ,

lt <M.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(4)

However, we also know that 2U is the sum degree of the
nodes in the network, and no community in the network has
a saturation greater than 2U. In summary, we can get that
increasing the weight can increase the relevance to the
community in the social opportunity network.-at is to say,
we can get that if a node belongs to this opportunistic
complex networks, its weight will affect the relevance of the
community in the social opportunity network. □

Condition 2. In an opportunistic complex network, if node
Ni meets the condition lilj/2M<mij <Δm + (lilj+

ltΔm + Δm2/2(M + Δm)), then it will be separated from the
community of node Cj.

Proof. We first assume that community E is divided into two
subcommunities Ei and Ej, where nodes Ni and Cj are in
different communities. -e total weight of the community
decreases. -en,

Mi + Mj <M,

mi

M
−

l2i
4M2 +

mj

M
−

l2j

4M2 <
li + lj + mij

M
−

li + lj 
2

4M2 ,

mij >
lilj

2M
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(5)

When the total weight has decreased, we can express the
formula as

M
∗
i + M

∗
j >M

∗
, (6)

mij <Δm +
lilj + ltΔm + Δm2

2(M + Δm)
. (7)

As mentioned above, we can know that if two nodes
in communities Ei and Ej satisfy the condition

lilj/2M<mij <Δm + (lilj + ltΔm + Δm2/2(M + Δm)), then
the community has been divided. □

Condition 3. For node Ni in the opportunistic network, if its
edge is connected to node Cj and this edge is the only edge of
node Cj, then when the weight between nodes Ni and Cj

drops, node Cj will still not be separated from the
community.

Proof. If community E is divided, then it must meet the
following three conditions:

Mi + Mj <M,

ui

M
−

l2i
4M2 +

uj

M
−

l2j

4M2 <
li + lj + mij

M
−

li + lj 
2

4M2 ,

mij >
lilj

2M
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

Along with the weight change, the formula can be
expressed as

M∗i + M∗j >M∗,

mij <Δm +
lilj + ltΔm + Δm2

2(M + Δm)
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(9)

It can be understood as

lilj

2M
<mij <

li lj + Δm 

2(M + Δm)
�

lilj + liΔm
2(M + Δm)

. (10)

Because

lilj + liΔm
2(M + Δm)

−
lilj

2M
�

liΔm M − lj 

2M(M + Δm)
< 0, Δm< 0, (11)

then
lilj + liΔm
2(M + Δm)

<
lilj

2M
. (12)

So, in the end, we can get lilj/2M<mij <Δm + (lilj +

ltΔm + Δm2/2(M + Δm)) is false.
By the above proof, we can get the conclusion that, for

the nodes in opportunistic complex networks, if its edge is
connected to another node and this edge is the only edge of
the node, then when the weight between two nodes drops,
the node will still not be separated from the community.

In summary, if a node is in an opportunistic complex
network, then it should meet the above conditions. □

3.3. Basic ,eory of Successive Interference Cancellation.
For the interference characteristics of wireless signals, tra-
ditional algorithms usually adopt the idea of interference
avoidance scheduling for broadcast link scheduling. Dif-
ferent from the traditional interference avoidance method,
this paper considers adopting successive interference can-
cellation technology to increase the number of broadcast
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links that can be transmitted concurrently to improve the
performance of information transmission. Successive in-
terference cancellation is a multipacket receiving technol-
ogy, which can decode the required data messages from the
conflicting signals and thereby effectively reduce the signal
interference in wireless networks. During the iterative de-
tection of receiving nodes with successive interference
cancellation, the strongest signals are decoded, while other
signals are considered interference.

-e condition that a signal meets the SIC at the receiving
node is that its signal internet performance noise ratio
(SINR) is not lower than a specific threshold. We will try to
decode the signal with the strongest signal strength when it
receives the conflict signal. At this time, other transmitted
signals are regarded as noise. If the decoding is successful,
the receiving node removes the signal. -en, the receiving
node attempts to decode the strongest of the remaining
signals. -is process continues until all signals are extracted
or decoded fails. -rough this process, all the information
carried in the conflict signal can be decoded gradually, and
then the required information can be obtained. -is process
is called SIC’s sequential detection feature. Obviously, the
decoding of weak signals requires the successful decoding of
all stronger signals as a prerequisite. In other words, in the
conflict signal, the weak signal is dependent on the strong
signal.

Firstly, this article shows the association between nodes
in the communication domain, as shown in Figure 1. -e
source nodes directly transmit information to each other,
and then the source nodes transmit the information to other
nodes in the communication domain through broadcasting.
In a communication domain, we define 1 source node andm
sensor nodes.

In this paper, the noise power is defined as WN0
, the

specific threshold value meeting successive interference
cancellation is χSIC, and the distance between two nodes A1
and B1 is dA1B1

. When two data links IA1B1
and IA2B2

transmit simultaneously, according to the constraints of
successive interference cancellation techniques, whether
the node R1 can decode the signal of S1 has the following
three cases:

(1) IA1B1
is independent of IA2B2

. IA1B1
and IA2B2

are
transmitted at the same time. Node B1 can still
decode the signal of IA1B1

under the interference of
IA2B2

. -e following conditions must be met:

WB1
A1( 

WB1
A2 + WN0

 
≥ χSIC. (13)

Among them, WB1
(A1) and WB1

(A2) indicate the
signal strength the node B1 received from two sending
nodes A1 and A2. Different signal fading models can
obtain different received signal strengths. For the
convenience of analysis, this paper uses the same signal
fading model as in [24]; that is, WB1

(A1) and WB1
(A2)

can be calculated according to the following formula:

WB1
A1(  �

WA1

dn
A1B1

, (14)

WB1
A2(  �

WA2

dn
A2B1

. (15)

Among them, WA1
and WA2

represent the signal
transmission power of nodes A1 andA2, respectively;
n represents the signal attenuation index, and the
value ranges from 2 to 6. By modifying equations
(14) and (15), the proposed algorithm can also be
extended to other signal fading models in this paper.
As shown in Figure 2, when the distance from node
A2 to node B1 is farther than the distance from node
A2 to node A1, the above conditions may be satisfied.

(2) IA1B1
depends on IA2B2

. IA1B1
and IA2B2

are trans-
mitted at the same time. On node B1, the signal of
node A2 is stronger and satisfies the successive in-
terference cancellation conditions. -erefore, the
signal of node A1 can be used as the interference
signal. Firstly, the signal of node A2 is decoded, and
then, the signal is removed, thereby decoding the
signal of node A1. -e following conditions need to
be met:

WB1
A2( 

WB1
A1(  + WN0

 
≥ χSIC. (16)

As shown in Figure 3, when the distance from node A2 to
node B1 is closer than the distance from node A2 to node A1,
the above conditions may be satisfied.

IA2B2
interferes with IA1B1

. IA1B1
and IA2B2

are transmitted
at the same time. Any signal as an interference signal does
not satisfy the successive interference cancellation condi-
tions. Node B1 cannot decode the signal of node A1; that is, it
meets the following two conditions at the same time:

WB1
A1( 

WB1
A2(  + WN0

 
< χSIC,

WB1
A2( 

WB1
A1(  + WN0

 
< χSIC.

(17)

As shown in Figure 4, when the distance from node A2 to
node B1 and the distance from node A2 to node A1 is similar,
the above conditions may be satisfied.

For the first two cases, when two links are transmitting
data at the same time, node B1 can still decode the signal of
node A1. While in the third case, node B1 cannot decode the
signal of node A1. Based on the above characteristics of
successive interference cancellation techniques, this paper
will specifically design different link scheduling strategies to
maximize the number of data links that can be transmitted
concurrently, thereby reducing broadcast delay.
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In [45], we can see a good application of successive
interference cancellation technology in single- and multiple-
antenna OFDM systems. Among them, the SIC-OF system
has been applied to various famous network implementa-
tions, such as cellular, ad hoc, and infrastructure-based
platforms. In [46], we can see the application of SIC in
uplink massive MIMO systems. In the article, they research
the energy efficiency when nonlinear successive-interference
cancellation (SIC) receivers are employed at the BSs and
provide an asymptotic analysis of the total transmit power
with zero forcing SIC. As a result, as shown by the numerical
results, the EE using the SIC receiver may be significantly
higher than the EE using the linear receiver.

3.4. Greedy Broadcast Algorithm. Although the theoretical
delay of the greedy broadcast algorithm is usually high in the
worst case, it can often obtain a good average delay in the
experiment.-erefore, this paper firstly considers designing a
greedy broadcast algorithm (GreedyA) in this section. -en,
on the basis of this algorithm, in the next part, we design
another low-latency broadcast algorithm by combining
successive interference cancellation techniques. -e pseu-
docode of the GreedyA algorithm is shown in Algorithm 1.

-e GreedyA algorithm uses a layer-by-layer scheduling
method for broadcast scheduling, so the first step is to

construct a breadth first search tree with the source node as
the root node and divide all nodes into different layers. With
the purpose of effectively improving the performance of the
broadcast algorithm and avoiding signal interference, the
parent-child node relationship must be determined. Wire-
less signals have broadcast characteristics. In order to reduce
the number of broadcast forwarding nodes, according to the
rule that the node with the largest number of covered nodes
takes precedence as the parent node, the algorithm con-
structs the broadcast tree Ts layer by layer starting from the
top layer.

After the broadcast tree is constructed, the broadcast
scheduling is performed layer by layer from the top layer.
-at is, after the broadcast data transmission of the nodes in
the previous layer is completed, the next layer of nodes
performs broadcast data transmission. In each layer, each
node with child nodes is taken out in order, and then the
transmission time slice of the node is allocated. -e time
slice allocation method is starting from the initial scheduling
time slice tj of this layer and analyzing whether the node has
signal interference with the node that has been scheduled in
the current time slice. -e basis for judging the existence of
signal interference is assuming that the node can perform
broadcast data transmission with the node that has been
scheduled in the current time slice at the same time and
analyzing the receiving nodes of these nodes. If the SINR of a
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Figure 1: Data delivery on communication domain.
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receiving node is less than the specific threshold χSIC, it is
assumed that the assumption is not true; that is, there is
signal interference between the node and the node that has
been scheduled in the current time slice.

Because the GreedyA algorithm does not apply suc-
cessive interference cancellation techniques, as long as the
above situation occurs, the two links are considered to
interfere with each other. -e strategy adopted by the al-
gorithm is performing interference avoidance scheduling,
that is, dividing the interfering links into different time
slices for data transmission. M(y) in Algorithm 1 repre-
sents the set of all nodes whose transmission time slices are
allocated in y time slices, where y is a positive integer.
However, |W| represents the number of nonempty ele-
ments M(y) contained in the set W, and it also represents
the maximum transmission time slice of all scheduled
nodes.

In the following, the main idea of the GreedyA algorithm
is introduced through the communication domain shown in
Figure 1. First, all nodes are divided into 4 layers according
to the concept of breadth first search tree. As shown in
Figure 5, we can get the number of layers for each node in the
communication domain.

Based on the layer of each node, we can build a breadth
first search tree, as shown in Figure 6.

According to the rule that the node with the largest
number of covered nodes takes precedence as the parent
node, the algorithm constructs the broadcast tree Ts layer by
layer starting from the top layer D0. For example, the
number of nodes covered by node n3 in layer D1 is the
largest, so the node n3 is selected as the parent node of n6, n7,
and n8 in layer D2. As shown in Figure 7, we can get the final
broadcast tree. -rough the idea of the GreedyA algorithm
mentioned above, we list three situations that may encounter
signal interference during transmission in community 1,
community 2, and community 3.

-e next step of the GreedyA algorithm is to perform the
broadcast chain scheduling. -e method adopted is inter-
ference avoidance scheduling. Because there is only one

sending node, scheduling in D0 and D1 layers is simple. In
the D1 layer, after node n3 dispatches the transmission time
slice, it needs to allocate the transmission time slice of node
n2. As shown in Figure 8, whether the signals of nodes n3 and
n2 will affect their respective receiving nodes is analyzed; that
is, whether the SINR of their receiving nodes will be below a
specific threshold. If not affected, nodes n3 and n2 can be
arranged for transmission at the same time slice; otherwise,
node n2 will be arranged for transmission at the next time
slice to avoid signal interference.

In the D2 layer, after node n6 dispatches the transmission
time slice, it needs to allocate the transmission time slice of
nodes n5 and n7. As shown in Figure 9, first of all, it is
analyzed whether the signals of nodes n6 and n5 will affect
their respective receiving nodes, that is, whether the SINR of
their receiving nodes will be below a specific threshold. If not
affected, nodes n6 and n5 can be arranged for transmission at
the same time slice; otherwise, node n5 will be arranged for
transmission at the next time slice to avoid signal inter-
ference. It is analyzed whether the signals of nodes n6 and n7
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will affect their respective receiving nodes. If not affected,
nodes n6 and n7 can be arranged for transmission at the same
time slice; otherwise, node n7 will be arranged for trans-
mission at the next time slice to avoid signal interference.
-e transit time relationship between nodes n5 and n7 is also
analyzed as above.

3.5. Broadcast Algorithm Based on Successive Interference
Cancellation. It is worth noting that the method adopted by
the GreedyA algorithm in broadcasting chain scheduling is
the idea of interference avoiding scheduling. However,
combined with successive interference cancellation tech-
nology can increase the number of broadcast links that can
be transmitted concurrently in a certain extent. In this
section, designing another low-latency broadcast algorithm
EDTC based on successive interference cancellation tech-
nology and GreedyA algorithm is to further improve
transmission performance.-e steps of the EDTC algorithm
and the GreedyA algorithm are basically the same, but the
main difference is that the basis for judging whether the
broadcast link interferes; that is, the 10th line in the pseu-
docode is different. -e two broadcast links, IA1B1

and IA2B2
,

do not interfere with each other, and the judgment basis of
the GreedyA algorithm is as follows:

result �� IA1B1
independent of IA2B2

 ∩ IA2B2
independent of IA1B1

 .

(18)

Formula (7) requires that the SINR of the receiving
nodes of the two links must be higher than the specific
threshold. However, the judgment of the EDTC algorithm is
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Communication domain
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Figure 5: Node hierarchy graph.

Input: network size, source node, node position, maximum transmission distance, signal transmission power, SIC-specific threshold,
noise power, signal attenuation index;
Output: transmission time slice and broadcast delay of all nodes;
Begin
Let breadth first search tree T; //creating a breadth first search tree with the source node as the root node T

D0, D1, D2, . . . , DY; //dividing all nodes into different layers, including D0, D1, D2, . . . , DY;
Y;//represents the height of the breadth first search tree;
Broadcast tree TS; //according to the rule that the node with the largest number of covered nodes takes precedence as the parent

node, construct the broadcast tree TS layer by layer starting from the top layer D0;
tj⟵ 1; //scheduling time slice
M⟵∅; //the set of nodes that have scheduled transmission time slices
FOR m⟵ 0 to Y − 1 DO

FOR n⟵ 1 to length (Dm) DO
Take out the n − th node Dm(n) in Dm;
IF the set of child node of node Dm(n) is not an empty set THEN

y⟵ tj;
WHILE exist signal interference between nodes Dm(n) and M(y) DO
y⟵y + 1;
END
-e transmission time slice of the scheduling node Dm(n) is y;
M(y)⟵M(k)∪ Dm(n) 

END
END
tj⟵ |W| + 1

END
Broadcast delay⟵ tj;

RETURN transmission time slice and broadcast delay of all nodes

ALGORITHM 1: GreedyA.
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based on the interference between the two links under the
SIC condition, which satisfies

result � IA1B1
interfere IA2B2

 ∩ IA2B2
interfere IA1B1

 .

(19)

Among them, result is the judgment consequent. It is
different from GreedyA algorithm, when IA1B1

is indepen-
dent of IA2B2

or IA1B1
depends on IA2B2

, EDTC algorithm
considers that IA1B1

does not interfere with IA2B2
. -erefore,

the interference restriction is relaxed, and the number of
broadcast links that can be transmitted concurrently is in-
creased, which is beneficial to improving the performance of
information transmission.

In the example of the broadcast link scheduling shown in
Figure 9, if the situation shown in Figure 10 exists, node n6 is
closer to node n10; therefore, the GreedyA algorithm ana-
lyzes whether node n6 will interfere with node n10 to receive
the signal from node n5. As a result, two sending nodes
cannot perform data transmission at the same time and need
to perform interference avoidance scheduling. However,
after combining with the successive interference cancellation
technology, the EDTC algorithm analyzes the receiving node
n10, which can firstly decode the signal of the n6 node and
then remove the signal. -us, the signal of node n5 is ob-
tained, so the simultaneous data transmission by the two
sending nodes will not affect the normal reception of data by
the receiving node.

Because in the practical application of the EDTC algo-
rithm, there may be multiple broadcast links. -erefore, it is
necessary to analyze the cumulative interference effects of
multiple broadcast links; that is, the influence of multiple
interference signals needs to be considered in the denom-
inators of formulas (13) and (16).

3.6. ,eoretical Analysis of Algorithm Performance

3.6.1. Correctness Analysis

Theorem 1. ,e GreedyA algorithm provides a correct
broadcast scheduling scheme.

Certification. Consider the entire opportunistic complex
networks as a connected network. -e GreedyA algorithm
first stratifies all nodes, then constructs broadcast tree, and
finally uses the method of layer-by-layer scheduling for in-
formation transmission. Interference avoidance scheduling
allocates the transmission time slice of each sending node.
Because the broadcast tree covers all nodes in the entire
network, each node has the parent node. -at is, broadcast
data can be transmitted from the source node to all nodes in
the network. Next, it is analyzed whether the forwarding node
in the broadcast tree has scheduled its parent node to
broadcast data to the node before sending the data. In ad-
dition, consider whether the scheduled broadcast links will
affect the correct reception of data due to signal interference.

According to the construction rules of the broadcast tree,
the parent node of a forwarding node is one level above the
node. Because after the ending of scheduling at each layer, the
scheduling time slice will be set as the maximum scheduled
transmission time slice plus 1. -erefore, the transmission
time slice of the forwarding node must be smaller than the
transmission time slice of any node in the previous layer.

-e idea of interference avoidance scheduling adopted by
the GreedyA algorithm allocates the transmission time slice of
the broadcast link. -at is, when two broadcast links interfere
with each other, the two broadcast links are allocated to dif-
ferent time slices for transmission. We can understand that
when two broadcast links interfere with each other, the two
broadcast links are allocated to different time slices for
transmission. -erefore, the scheduled broadcast links will not
affect the correct reception of data due to signal interference.

Theorem 2. ,e EDTC algorithm provides a correct
broadcast scheduling scheme.

Certification. -e steps of the EDTC algorithm are similar to
the steps of the GreedyA algorithm, and the only difference is
the basis for judging whether the link is interfered. According
to the basic idea of successive interference cancellation, when
the two links have a dependency relationship, the receiving
node can correctly decode the required data signal. -erefore,
the broadcasting chain scheduled by the EDTC algorithm can
also realize the correct reception of data.

3.6.2. ,e Analysis of Time Complexity

Theorem 3. ,e time complexity of the GreedyA algorithm is
O(Yn3).

Certification. -e first step of the EDTC algorithm is to
construct a breadth first search tree to stratifies all nodes, and
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Figure 6: -e layering of network node.
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it needs to traverse each node. So, the time overhead is O(n).
-e second step is to construct a broadcast tree, which
determines the parent-child relationship between nodes.-e
rule with the largest number of covered nodes needs to
analyze the neighbors of each node, so the time overhead is
O(n2); -e final step is to broadcast scheduling level by level.
When performing broadcast scheduling at each layer, it is
necessary to consider whether there is an interference re-
lationship between different broadcast links; therefore, the
time overhead of broadcast scheduling for each layer is
O(n3). Because the total number of layers is Y, the last step

requires O(Yn3) time. -erefore, the time overhead of all
steps can be summed up to get this theorem.

Theorem 4. ,e time complexity of the EDTC algorithm is
O(Yn3).

Certification. -e steps of EDTC algorithm and GreedyA
algorithm are basically the same. -e main difference is the
basis for judging interference. -erefore, by proof similar to
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-eorem 4, it can be obtained that the time complexity of the
EDTC algorithm is also O(Yn3).

3.6.3. ,e Analysis of Spatial Complexity

Theorem 5. ,e spatial complexity of the GreedyA algorithm
is O(n).

Certification. Analyze the amount of temporary storage
space at each step of the GreedyA algorithm during the
working process. -e first step is to construct a breadth first
search tree and stratify the nodes. -e information of the
neighbor node needs to be stored during the working
process. Because the node has at most Φ neighbor nodes,
the space complexity of this step is O(Φ). -e second step is
to construct a broadcast tree. -e information of the
neighbor nodes is also required to be stored during the
working process, so the spatial complexity is O(Φ). -e last
step is to perform broadcast scheduling according to the
broadcast tree. During the operation, the scheduled
broadcast link information needs to be stored. -e spatial
complexity is O(n). After synthesizing the spatial com-
plexity of all steps, it can be obtained that the spatial
complexity of the GreedyA algorithm is O(n).

Theorem 6. ,e space complexity of the EDTC algorithm is
O(n).

Certification. -e steps of EDTC algorithm and GreedyA
algorithm are basically the same. -e main difference is the
basis for judging interference. No extra storage space is
required in the judgment process. -erefore, this theorem
can be established through a certificate similar to-eorem 5.

4. Results and Discussion

For the evaluation of the experimental performance of the
EDTC algorithm, we test it with the opportunistic complex
networks environment (ONE). In addition, in order to better
judge its performance, EDTC will be compared with four
other algorithms: ICMT (information cache management
and data transmission algorithm) [1], SECM (status esti-
mation and cache management algorithm) [47], Spray and
Wait routing algorithm [36], and GreedyA algorithm. -e
following is an introduction to the principles of these
algorithms:

(1) ICMT: this algorithm is an information cache man-
agement and transmission algorithm based on node
data information cache. For achieving the purpose of
adjusting the cache, the algorithm evaluates the trans-
mission probability between nodes by identifying the
neighbor nodes and then adjusts the cache data
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Figure 10: Broadcast link scheduling based on EDTC.
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distribution to ensure that nodes with a higher trans-
mission probability have priority to access information.
Simultaneously, neighbor nodes share the cache tasks of
the nodes and effectively distribute data [1].

(2) SECM: to evaluate the probability of nodes in the
project by establishing a method to identify sur-
rounding neighbors, ensuring that nodes with high
project probability obtain information first and
achieve the purpose of adjusting the cache [47].

(3) Spray and Wait: this algorithm successfully overcomes
the shortcomings of epidemic routing and other flood-
based schemes, avoiding the performance dilemma
inherent in utility-based schemes [36].

(4) In addition, we compare the proposed EDTC al-
gorithm with the GreedyA algorithm. -e algorithm
we proposed is based on the GreedyA algorithm of
the greedy broadcast algorithm and fully utilizes the
benefits of successive interference cancellation to
schedule the broadcast link in the social network,
relaxing the limit of link interference and increasing
the number of broadcast links that can be trans-
mitted concurrently. By comparing the simulation
experimental data between the two algorithms, we
can see more clearly the impact of successive in-
terference cancellation technology on the informa-
tion transmission in the social network.

In simulation experiments, we mainly evaluate the per-
formance of the algorithm based on the following parameters:

(1) Delivery ratio: this parameter represents the possibility
of selecting a relay node during transmission. -e
delivery ratio is an important indicator in the per-
formance evaluation of opportunistic social networks,
which directly reflects the performance of the data
distribution mechanism.

(2) Overhead on average: the network overhead of suc-
cessfully transmitting information between a pair of
nodes can be expressed as this parameter, referring to
the ratio of the difference between the total number of
forwarded message copies in the network and the total
number of messages successfully delivered to the
destination node.

(3) Energy consumption: this parameter represents the
energy consumption during transmission.

(4) End-to-end delay on average: this parameter rep-
resents the average delay in transmitting information
between two nodes. End-to-end network delay is the
time from when a message is generated to when it is
successfully delivered to the destination node.

During the simulation experiment, we set its parameters as
follows: the maximum transmission distance is 35m, the signal
transmission power is 1300W, the noise power is 1.5W, and
the signal attenuation index is 2. Other parameters for envi-
ronment configuration are shown in Table 1.

In the EDTC algorithm, the size of the specific threshold
will directly affect whether a receiving node can decode the

obtained signal and remove it from the mixed signal, thereby
receiving the required signal. -erefore, different specific
thresholds will cause the EDTC algorithm to exhibit dif-
ferent performances during the transmission of information.
In order to better explain the relationship between the
specific threshold value and transmission performance, this
paper uses subjective judgment to set the specific threshold
value to 1.5, 2.5, 3.5, 4.5, and 5.5 for experiments.

First, through Figures 11(a)–11(d), we can find that no
matter what the value χSIC is, their delivery ratio, overhead
on average, and end-to-end delay on average all tend to
stabilize over time. For energy consumption, it gradually
increases with time. By comparing the experimental data
curves obtained with different thresholds, it can be found
that when the value of threshold is too high or too low, the
performance of information transmission in social networks
is not very ideal. For example, when χSIC � 1.5, the message
delivery ratio is only maintained at about 0.56, and when
χSIC � 5.5, the energy consumption is the most. -is is
because the standard of whether the receiving node can
decode the signal is determined by the specific threshold
value.When the specific threshold is continuously increased,
the conditions for decoding interference signals become
more and more severe so that the propagation performance
of the EDTC algorithm shows a certain upward trend.
However, as the specific threshold continues to increase, the
interference signal cannot be effectively decoded, thereby
reducing the performance of information transmission. But
when the specific threshold value is in the interval [2.5, 3.5],
a better transmission result can be obtained. In order to
better verify the performance of the EDTC algorithm in
subsequent experiments, we set the specific threshold to 3.5.

-rough the simulation experiments, we found that the
relationship between the four parameters to be evaluated
and time is shown in Figures 12–15.

Firstly, in Figure 12, we show the relationship between
each algorithm’s delivery ratio in simulation experiments
and simulation experiment time.We can clearly see from the
figure that the lowest delivery ratio are Spray and Wait
routing algorithms (copy� 30) and SECM. -eir values are
0.31–0.36 and 0.35–0.39 separately. We can know that when
the Spray andWait routing algorithm (copy� 30) and SECM
algorithm are used for information transmission, because
they use the flooding method to transmit information to the
nodes in the community, a large amount of information is

Table 1: Experimental parameter settings.

Parameter Value
Communication area 3800m× 3000 m
Total number of nodes 400
Node movement speed 0.5 ∼ 1.5m/s
Node cache storage 3MB
Simulation time 5 hours
Movement mode Random site moving model
Maximum transmission domain 15m2

-e interval between each two times 20–25 s
Initial energy 100 Joules
Each energy depletion 0.5 Joules
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lost in the process. Especially for the Spray andWait routing
algorithms, we can see that when the number of copies is 30,
its delivery ratio is significantly lower than when the number
of copies is 15. -e delivery ratio of the Spray and Wait
routing algorithms (copy� 15) is 0.41–0.47. -erefore, the
excessive copying of data is an important reason for the
reduction of the delivery ratio of the Spray andWait routing
algorithm. However, in the ICMT algorithm, the trans-
mission of all its packets depends on the cooperation of the
cache, which effectively uses the cache space. -is achieves
the purpose of increasing the delivery ratio. It can be found
from Figure 12 that the delivery ratio of the experimental
data using the ICMT algorithm is 0.53–0.59, which is 147%

more than SECM. As for the EDTC algorithm proposed in
this paper, because when information is transmitted, the
nodes in the same community are used to construct a
broadcast tree, and the appropriate next-hop node is selected
for hierarchical propagation through the coverage. In this
way, the reliability and value of the nodes are compre-
hensively considered, and the node with the highest com-
prehensive utility value is accurately found, which avoids
signal interference when data are propagated in parallel and
also guarantee the probability of the message reaching the
destination node. Because of this, it has greatly improved the
delivery ratio in social networks. It can be seen that its
delivery ratio reaches 0.66, which is the highest among these
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algorithms. For the GreedyA algorithm, because it is limited
by the number of broadcast links that can be transmitted
concurrently, the delivery ratio is lower than the EDTC
algorithm. However, because it uses the layer-by-layer
scheduling and interference avoidance scheduling methods,
it allocates the transmission time slices of the broadcast link,
which effectively solves the signal interference problem, so
its delivery ratio is stronger than the Spray and Wait and
SECM algorithms, which is in a relatively high level.

From Figure 13, we can get the relationship between
routing overhead and time. In the transmission algorithms
of social networks, if there is a lack of a cache management
method to maintain information transmission when a node
meets its neighbors, a large amount of redundant data will be
received in the cache, thus increasing the overhead.
-erefore, in the simulation experiments, the overhead on
average obtained by applying the SECM algorithm and the
Spray and Wait algorithms is high. For the ICMTalgorithm,
the overall mean overhead is low and stable, but it increased
in the early stage, reaching its peak in 2 hours, and then
began to decline and stabilize. Because when using the
EDTC algorithm to transmit information, through the
constructed broadcast tree, messages can always be delivered
to the correct node, thereby avoiding forwarding to un-
necessary nodes and reducing the number of copies of
forwarded messages in the network. -ose improve network
congestion and effectively reduce network overhead. Like
the EDTC algorithm, the overhead on average of the
GreedyA algorithm is also maintained at an ideal level.

Figure 14 shows the connection between energy con-
sumption and stimulation time. In simulation experiments,
all energy consumption increases with time. Among them,
because the Spray and Wait routing algorithms need to
transmit information through spray, its energy consumption
is the largest. It can be seen from Figure 14 that, at the 6th
hour, its energy consumption reached 540. For the ICMT

algorithm, because it can exchange valid data through co-
operative nodes, it retains more energy to continue trans-
mission, so its energy consumption data can maintain a low
level.-e energy consumption data obtained by applying the
SECM algorithm is similar to the ICMT algorithm. For the
EDTC algorithm, it is different from flooding to achieve the
highest delivery rate without any cost for data transmission,
resulting in a large amount of energy consumption during
data transmission. -e EDTC and GreedyA algorithm
spreads information transmission by selecting the most
appropriate nodes in a hierarchical manner, thereby en-
suring the delivery rate and keeping consumption low.
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Figure 12: -e relationship between delivery ratio and time.
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In Figure 15, we show the relationship between mean
transmission delay and time. It can be seen from Figure 15
that the transmission delay in the social network using the
SECM algorithm is very high mainly because the spray step
is carried by nodes. -e ICMT algorithm uses a cooperative
mechanism to achieve reasonable utilization of node cache
space. -is reduces the propagation delay, but the effect is
not very obvious. It is not difficult to find that the best
algorithm to reduce the transmission delay among these
algorithms is Spray and Wait routing algorithms, which is
mainly because neighbors and cooperative nodes are used
when data are transferred between nodes, and a large
number of shared caches can be used in transmission.
According to the broadcast characteristics of wireless sig-
nals, nodes only need to broadcast once to transmit data to
nodes within coverage. For our proposed EDTC algorithm,
it is a broadcast tree constructed according to the rule that
the number of covering nodes has the highest priority as the
parent node. In addition, the signal interference is avoided
through successive interference cancellation technology so
as to increase the number of simultaneous transmissions. As
shown in Figure 15, its mean transmission delay is main-
tained at a very low value. Compared with the EDTC al-
gorithm, the GreedyA algorithm has a lower number of
broadcast links that can be transmitted concurrently, so its
broadcast delay is higher than the EDTC algorithm.

In summary, in the four aspects of delivery ratio,
overhead on average, energy consumption, and end-to-end
delay on average, we can conclude that the performance of
EDTC is better than other four algorithms. However, for the
end-to-end delay on average, the performance of EDTC is
worse than Spray and Wait routing algorithms.

In social networks, node cache has a great impact on the
transmission efficiency of the algorithm. -erefore, we
continue to do simulation experiments to test the influence

of cache on these four parameters. -e experimental data
that we obtained are shown in Figures 16–19.

In Figure 16, we show the relationship between delivery
ratio and cache. When the buffer is small, the network cannot
meet the message cache requirements due to the large number
of message copies, and the old messages will be quickly
squeezed out by the new ones, causing a large number of
packets to be dropped. -erefore, the delivery ratio of the five
algorithms is not high when the cache is low. But with the
increase in the buffer capacity, the transmission rate has in-
creased to varying degrees. Among them, because the Spray
and Wait routing algorithms (copy� 30) use the method of
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flooding to spread information and require high cache size, its
delivery ratio is the lowest. However, for the EDTC and
GreedyA algorithm, nodes only need to broadcast once to
transmit data to nodes within coverage. Because the GreedyA
algorithm is limited by the number of concurrent broadcast
links, the delivery ratio is slightly lower. It can be seen from the
experimental results that EDTC has the highest delivery ratio.
As for the application of ICMT and Spray and Wait routing
algorithms (copy� 15) in the process of transmitting infor-
mation on opportunistic complex networks, with the increase
in the node cache, the transportation conditions improved, and
the delivery ratio increased by more than 50%.

-e association between rooting overhead and cache is
shown in Figure 17. In general, as the cache increases, the
packet loss of nodes in the network becomes smaller, more
messages can be successfully transmitted, and the overhead is
getting lower and lower. As shown in Figure 17, the overhead of
SECM algorithm is the largest because many redundant data
are injected by nodes. As the node cache increases, the
overhead on average applying the Spray and Wait routing
algorithms (copy� 30) is reduced from 310 to 136. Similarly,
the overhead of Spray andWait routing algorithms (copy� 15)
is reduced from 281 to 98. But their percentage of decline is
much lower than the EDTC and ICMT algorithms. It can be
found that, by increasing the node cache, the purpose of de-
creasing the routing overhead of the nodes in the community
can be achieved. As the cache increases, the overhead on
average of GreedyA algorithm also decreases from 280 to 117.

-e relationship between energy consumption and cache is
shown in Figure 18. -e experimental results show that, with
the increase in node cache, the energy consumption of EDTC
algorithm in opportunistic complex networks can be main-
tained at 48. GreedyA also has a good performance, and energy
consumption is stable at 76. -e energy consumption of the
other three algorithms has increased significantly. Because the
Spray andWait routing algorithms use the “Spray”method and
all neighbors receive the data packets, its energy consumption is
the largest. In two experiments using the Spray and Wait
routing algorithms, the Spray and Wait routing algorithms
(copy� 30) with a larger copy data consumes more energy. For
the ICMTalgorithm, the effect buffermanagementmethod can
cut down energy consumption. So its energy consumption is
less than the Spray and Wait routing algorithms.

As shown in Figure 19, the relationship between the
average delivery delay and the cache can be obtained. Fig-
ure 19 shows that the mean delay decreases as the node cache
increases. For the SECM algorithm, the average delay is
generally high, which is mainly because many probability
calculation tasks are carried by nodes. For the ICMT al-
gorithm, as the node cache increases, the average delay
decreases from 178 to 56. In the EDTC algorithm, the mean
delay is almost stable at 41. -is shows that the size of the
cache has a small impact on the average delay of the EDTC
algorithm. In addition, the delay generated by the greedy
algorithm is higher, which shows that multiple concurrent
links generated by successive interference cancellation
techniques can reduce the delay of information transmission
in social networks. For the Spray and Wait routing algo-
rithms, although the average delay decreases with the

increase in the node cache. However, in the case of copy� 30,
the mean delay is significantly lower than the copy� 15.

In actual social networks, the choice of information
transfer methods also has a great impact on the performance
of the algorithm. So in order to test our proposed EDTC
algorithm, in the following simulation experiments, we
choose three different models to evaluate the performance of
the EDTC algorithm. -ese three models are SPMBM
(shortest path map-based movement), random way point
(RWP), and random walk (RM) models [48].

Figure 20 shows the change in deliver ratio in the EDTC
algorithm of different mobile models. It can be found from
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Figure 20 that the delivery ratio obtained under the SPMBM
model is the highest, finally reaching 0.679. For the ex-
periment using the RMmodel, the delivery ratio reached the
peak 0.583 in the 6th hour. However, in the case of applying
the RWP model, the peak 0.626 reached at the 4th hour. In
general, the delivery ratio of the EDTC algorithm in the
SPMBM model is higher than in RM and RWP models.
Moreover, the RWP model is better than the RM model.

We can get the transformation of EDTC algorithm’s
routing overhead in different models from Figure 21. In
general, in the process of applying EDTC algorithm for in-
formation transmission under these threemodels, the overhead

change with time is relatively small, and it remains in the range
of 108∼117. -is experiment shows that the choice of different
models has little effect on the delay caused by the EDTC al-
gorithm for information transmission.

Figure 22 shows the difference in energy consumption
over time for different models. In general, the energy
consumption in all three models increases with time. -e
difference in energy consumption between the three models
is small.-e results show that the EDTC algorithm has stable
node information transmission performance and does not
consume a lot of energy when the model changes.
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We can get the information of EDTC algorithm’s average
delay in different models from Figure 23. -e mean delay
obtained by transmission under the three models is almost
floating between 183 and 216, which shows that the EDTC
algorithm can effectively transfer information.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose an opportunistic complex networks
data transmission and control based on successive interference
cancellation techniques. -is algorithm performs broadcast
link scheduling through layer-by-layer scheduling and inter-
ference avoidance scheduling. -e link scheduling strategy is
designed in conjunction with successive interference cancel-
lation techniques to increase the number of broadcast links that
can be transmitted simultaneously. -is effectively solves the
problem of signal interference during data transmission in an
opportunity-complex network. And in the experimental stage,
we compared the proposed algorithm with other classic al-
gorithms of opportunistic complex networks. Experimental
results show that the algorithm has good transmission ability.
And relative to the GreedyA algorithm, because it increases the
number of broadcast links that can be transmitted concur-
rently, it achieves better transmission performance. Subse-
quently, with the purpose of testing the impact of different
mobile models on the EDTC algorithm, we, respectively, tested
the algorithm based on the SPMBM, RWP, and RM models.
Experimental results show that the algorithm has excellent
performance in each model. Applying this algorithm to in-
formation transmission in opportunistic complex networks can
reduce node energy consumption and propagation delay and
greatly improve data transmission efficiency. In the future
work, this method can adopt to big data environment to solve
the problem in transmission.
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